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ABSTRACT

Over the last four years, NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center Data Systems
Technology Division has designed and developed a number of standard VLSI telemetry
data system components and subsystems to meet NASA’s high performance telemetry
processing needs. Integrated into the standard VME open bus architecture and supported
by real time operating system components, these systems presently support sustained
data rates to 20 Mbps. While these systems greatly reduce the basic costs for high
performance data acquisition and processing, the expected future widespread acceptance
and use of distributed telemetry processing will require an even greater reduction in both
size and cost per station while maintaining high performance specifications. To meet this
need, GSFC, together with Clemson University, has begun development of the
Transportable Telemetry Workstation (TTW). This system consists primarily of the
adaptation of GSFC’s VLSI components and system architecture to the Apple Macintosh
II/IIx personal computer and its NuBus architecture. The actual telemetry acquisition and
processing components of the TTW function independently from the main user
workstation environment (the Macintosh). NuBus cards, augmented by a separate
telemetry processing bus system structure to support high data rates, perform telemetry
functions. The Macintosh II acts as the user workstation providing control, status, and
data exchange through its NuBus backplane to the telemetry processing system. The
Macintosh II will provide additional processing of data (quick look data), user control and
display services, and network (Ethernet) services as required.

INTRODUCTION

Since the community of users of space data is expanding both in numbers and
geographically, it is becoming increasingly important to make available low-cost,
transportable telemetry systems to meet this need. The Macintosh II/IIx computer is small



and powerful, and it provides an excellent user interface. It also has an open architecture
in that six NuBus slots are available for expansion.

The Goddard Space Flight Center’s (GSFC) Data Systems Technology Division (DSTD)
has already developed a very powerful state-of-the-art Telemetry and Control System
based on the VMEbus. This system represents an order of magnitude of improvement
over the performance and cost of the older mainframe approach to telemetry and control
for space flight data. The system includes a multi-channel Data Capture Front End
(DCFE), also referred to as the Enhanced Front End Hardware (EFEH). A DCFE channel
receives serial data in NASCOM block format, synchronizes and extracts telemetry
transfer frames, corrects errors in the data, and reassembles application packets for
processing in a Level Zero Processor. The VMEbus based system uses several custom
CMOS VLSI chips to achieve a throughput of 20 Megabits per second (Mbps). Other
systems under development using similar ECL VLSI chips will achieve 300 Mbps. The
system described here is similar to the VME/VLSI system, but is based on the Macintosh
II/NuBus system as the host for the Telemetry and Control chips. It has somewhat slower
data throughput (20 Mbps peak and 2 Mbps sustained), but it is portable, easy to use,
and reduces costs even further. This means that a Telemetry and Control System will have
moved from millions of dollars for a mainframe system, to a little over a hundred
thousand dollars for the VME/VLSI system, to perhaps twenty-five thousand dollars for
the new Macintosh based system. As an added, but quite important benefit, building a
Telemetry and Control System around a Macintosh system will bring the task of space
flight data retrieval close to the user. Using a familiar, cost effective, and unintimidating
machine, direct telemetry data retrieval is now within the scope of the average user. This
paper describes the basic system prototype being developed and discusses follow-on
plans.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

As discussed earlier, the Transportable Telemetry Workstation will be based on proven
VLSI components and architecture previously developed for the VMEbus (1)(8), but will
implement the system on custom NuBus cards mounted in the Macintosh II/IIx
microcomputer. Initial functions implemented will include high-speed NASCOM block
processing, telemetry frame synchronization, real time frame trailer appendage, and
cumulative quality generation. Built-in diagnostic data simulation is also included.

Input data is taken from an RS422 serial bus, and output data can be routed to either
another RS422 serial bus, or stored on a hard disk connected directly to a NuBus board
through a SCSI interface. The user controls the entire operation from the Macintosh
console. Two interfaces are planned: the standard Macintosh interface, and the Goddard 



FIGURE 1.  BLOCK DIAGRAM - TRANSPORTABLE TELEMETRY WORKSTATION

DSTD developed Transportable Applications Environment (TAE) generic user and
development interface.

The Macintosh based telemetry system (see figure 1) will consist of a custom backplane
bus, system software, and three major subsystems and their associated interfaces:

C Macintosh II/IIx host computer, providing user and application support.

C Dual Motorola MC68020 CPU NuBus card, termed the TTW telemetry systems
Controller Card and serving as real-time system controller.

C NuBus custom telemetry cards, including the TTW Synchronizer Card, containing
DSTD’s custom CMOS VLSI chips to implement the telemetry data path.
Additional cards include such functions as Reed/Solomon decoding, Packet
Processing, Sorting, and Multiplexing of telemetry data.



FIGURE 2.  MACINTOSH Iix TELEMETRY AND CONTROL DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

MACINTOSH II/IIx NuBus SYSTEM

The Macintosh II/IIx computer is a 32-bit machine based on the Motorola MC68020/030
microprocessor, providing six NuBus expansion slots that support 32 bits of address and
data. Additionally, it provides a uniform graphical user interface which makes learning new
applications relatively simple. It is available with hard disk, ethernet, serial, and parallel
interfaces, and color graphic displays.

The Macintosh development system is illustrated in Figure 2. This system configuration is
intended to support both target system hardware and software development and final user
system operation. During operation of the telemetry system, the external hard disk will be
used to temporarily store telemetry data after it has been processed by the NuBus
telemetry boards. Also, the hard disk provides support during the system development
process. In particular, DSTD’s Base System Environment (BaSE) (9) software package
will boot from this disk and will support the development for the other cards. Prior to the
operational deployment of the TTW controller card, the development process will be
handled using an existing VMEbus development system. A terminal may also be attached
directly to the controller board for development system use and direct system monitoring.
The operational system will not have the two terminals or the VMEbus Development
System attached; these are used only in the development environment. Users will manage
the telemetry process from the Macintosh console using the standard Macintosh
interfaces.



TTW CONTROLLER CARD

The TTW Controller Card is shown in Figure 3. It will consist of one NuBus board and
include two mezzanine cards. Each mezzanine is mounted on the main TTW Controller
Card. This custom dual 120 pin bus gives the controller card the ability to read, write, and
control the other NuBus boards without using the NuBus itself. The primary purpose of
this dual bus architecture is to permit real-time telemetry data to be moved between cards
without disturbing routine user host (Macintosh) activities. The specific pins which appear
on the custom backplane telemetry bus will be discussed later in conjunction with the
TTW Synchronizer Card. Specifically, the TTW Controller Card contains:

C Dual-ported RAM to communicate between the mezzanine processors and another
NuBus master.

C A second Dual-ported RAM to communicate between the mezzanine processors.

C One UART for each mezzanine processor, so that either can serve as a stand-alone
system for development activities.

C NuBus ROM as defined in the NuBus interface guidelines.

C SCSI interface which is treated as a shared resource by the two mezzanine
processors for storing telemetry data during real-time telemetry operation or for
accessing files during development activity.

C FIFO buffer for uploading to disk from telemetry cards.

FIGURE 3.  TTW CONTROLLER CARD



Additionally, as Figure 4 illustrates, each mezzanine card contains:

C One Motorola MC68020 microprocessor.

C MC68020/30 Support Chip, developed by the Data Systems Technology Division
at NASA GSFC.

C 8 KByte EPROM for booting the microprocessor.

C 256 KBytes of static RAM to be used for application software and as a telemetry
buffer.

C Universal-Asynchronous-Receiver-Transmitter (UART) which will allow the
mezzanine to function as a development host through an RS-232 port.

C Two oscillators: the MC68020 clock and the MC68020/30 Support Chip clock.

FIGURE 4.  MC68020 MICROPROCESSOR MEZZANINE BOARD

The MC68020/30 Support Chip is a gate array chip designed and developed at NASA
Goddard for the purpose of providing a generic interface support chip for the MC68020
and MC68030 microprocessors. This chip:

C Eliminates most of the logic required to support custom MC68020/30 based
systems.

C Provides address decoding for high-speed memory access including read-modify-
write cycles and MC68030 data cache block operations.

C Supports expanded hardware features such as dual-ported RAM, UARTs, multi-
level interrupts, and coprocessor interfacing.



C Operates at clock rates up to 33 Mhz.

C Employs 6000 gates and is built using 2 micron technology.

The TTW Controller Card is responsible for transferring setup and control information
(i.e. sync patterns, frame lengths) to all subsystems from a program running on one of the
mezzanine processors. A self-test pattern data set which resembles the mission data is
also transferred to the Data Simulation Chip Set located on the TM Synchronizer Card. It
provides diagnostics, debug, and control over the custom NuBus telemetry boards
including acting as the real-time controller for the system. The TTW Controller Card also
pipelines telemetry data to a SCSI port for telemetry data mass storage to a hard disk, an
additional function not available on the VMEbus based Controller Card. This telemetry
storage capability is isolated from host disk storage activities. This is achieved by having
the TTW Synchronizer Card place telemetry data directly on backplane bus lines
connected to a large FIFO located on the TTW Controller Card, and by having the output
of the FIFO buffer feed into the SCSI interface to the hard disk. Maximum throughput is
achieved by structuring the hardware and software for the disk to maximize the size of
blocks which are uploaded to the disk. This minimizes the number of disk accesses which
could otherwise become the primary bottleneck for processing telemetry data. Note that
the microprocessors do not directly handle the telemetry data, other than header and
trailer information. This allows the data to be pipelined through the hardware at high
speed; the microprocessors serve as controllers, but not as real-time telemetry data
handlers.

TTW SYNCHRONIZER CARD

The first NuBus telemetry card to be developed is the TTW Synchronizer Card(2). In
developing the design specifications for the Synchronizer Card, three operational
synchronization systems were studied: the Space Telescope Data Capture System(3), the
Multi-Satellite Operational Control Center Telemetry and Command System(4), and the
PACOR System(5). Each of these systems was built for a specific application, however,
each system provides basically the same functions. Future Space Station Freedom era
requirements, based on the Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS)
recommendations(6,7), were also studied. These design specifications were then used to
develop a generic Synchronizer Card capable of handling present and future
synchronization requirements.

The Synchronizer Card has been implemented through the use of four distinct sets of
VLSI chips with a dedicated microprocessor control. These four VLSI chip sets include:



C NASCOM Block Processor chip set (NBPCS)

C Telemetry Frame Synchronizer chip set (TFSCS)

C Data Simulation chip set (DSCS)

C Cumulative Quality chip set (CQCS)

Each of the four VLSI chip sets has unique functional characteristics. They can each be
used in a stand-alone fashion, or they can be used together with minimal interfacing. The
Synchronizer Card shown in Figure 5 relies on the TTW Controller Card for its setup and
control, and contains all the chip sets listed above for block and frame processing.

FIGURE 5.  TTW FRAME SYNCHRONIZER CARD

The Synchronizer Card is connected to the NuBus, but has minimal interaction directly
with the Macintosh CPU. Its primary control and data path, other than the RS422 input
and output connectors for serial telemetry data, is through the custom dual-bus
backplane. This bus connects the Synchronizer Card to the TTW Controller Card and to
other telemetry cards yet to be developed. To further explain Figure 5 and to demonstrate
how each of the four chip sets interacts to form the Synchronizer Card, a brief overview
follows.

Setup and control information (i.e. sync patterns, frame lengths) is transferred through the
Custom Backplane to all of the other subsystems from an operational program run on the 



Controller Card. Self-test pattern data which resembles the mission data may also be
transferred to the Data Simulation Chip Set.

The NASCOM Block Processor Chip Set (NBPCS) can be enabled to accept data from
either the Data Simulation Chip Set (DSCS) or from the RS422 interface. Data formatted
in 4800 bit NASCOM blocks is synchronized to the programmed sync pattern. When
telemetry data is received, the NASCOM Block header and trailer is stripped away and a
serial stream of only telemetry bits is output to the Telemetry Frame Synchronizer Chip
Set (TFSCS). Additionally, the NBPCS performs quality checks on each block received
including cyclic redundancy code (CRC) and sequence checks.

The Telemetry Frame Synchronizer chip set (TFSCS) can be programmed to select data
from either the RS422 interface, the DSCS, or the NBPCS. A synchronization strategy
can be programmed for the selected data stream. A status word for each frame is
reported back to the Controller Card. Quality data generated by the Controller Card is
appended to the selected output path.

The Cumulative Quality Chip Set (CQCS) accepts control strobes from the NBPCS, the
TFSCS and the Controller Card and accumulates status counts. These counts are read by
the Controller Card periodically and formatted into a complete status block. The status
block can be formatted on a display terminal connected to the Controller Card or
communicated to a higher level system controller.

The Data Simulation Chip Set (DSCS) provides complete self-testing of all functions on
the Synchronizer Card with high speed simulation data. By comparing the status results
for the test run against known correct results, the Controller Card can determine if the
card is functioning correctly before activating it for operational data.

Data will arrive at the Synchronizer Card from the RS422 serial bus. The output from the
Synchronizer Card can be routed to another RS422 connector, to an 8-bit Telemetry Bus
which is daisy-chained to other cards on each of two 120 pin backplane buses, to the
TTW Controller Card through the 32-bit address/data multiplexed lines on one of the 120
pin backplane buses, and to the 10-bit Controller Card FIFO Bus. The latter data will be
buffered on the TTW Controller Card and sent directly to the hard disk which is
interfaced directly to the TTW Controller Card. This means that all telemetry data will
completely bypass the Macintosh II NuBus. The NuBus is therefore available for status
and control signals and normal Macintosh II traffic, and the telemetry data is routed
through the custom cards and custom VLSI chips just as in the existing VMEbus based
system, with the exception that the additional 32-bit data/address path is now available.



The TTW Synchronizer Card performs essentially the same functions as did the VMEbus
Synchronizer Card, but it provides three data output routes, where the VMEbus
Synchronizer Card provided only two. The additional route is through the Custom
Backplane Bus to the FIFO buffer located on the TTW Controller Card. Also there are
two identical 120 pin buses, each connected to one of the mezzanine processors, which
make up this dual backplane bus. The Synchronizer Card is capable of communicating
with both buses. A pipeline is formed which allows the Synchronizer Card to directly
upload to a FIFO buffer on the controller card. One of the processors controls the
uploads to disk. The Synchronizer Card directly uploads the FIFO without
microprocessor intervention. This frees the microprocessor to perform a variety of
control functions such as passing commands and data, recovering status information
from the Synchronizer Card, and communicating with the NuBus and console. The
second processor is still uncommitted, but will be used during the next phase of system
development for additional functions.

CUSTOM BACKPLANE BUS

Two 120 pin custom backplane buses are used to support data, command, and status
transfers between custom telemetry elements during normal operation. Each of the 120 pin
busses includes a full 32 bits of address/data lines in order to make maximum use of the
I/O bandwidth of the system’s slowest component, the MC68020 microprocessor.
Twenty lines of telemetry data In/Out are used for daisy chaining 8 bits of data between
the TTW Synchronizer Card and other telemetry cards which serve as post-processors
for the Synchronizer Card. In addition, there is a 10 bit Controller Card FIFO feed bus
which allows cards like the Synchronizer Card to directly fill the FIFO buffer located on
the TTW Controller Card for disk upload. There is separate clock for each 120 pin
backplane bus so that the two processors can operate asynchronously on the two buses.
Also on the bus are 28 chip selects which are outputs from the MC68020 Support Chip.
The chip selects and other Support Chip signals handle address decoding, insertion of
wait states as required, data acknowledge signal generation, and other interfacing
functions for the devices on the telemetry boards. Address/Data Valid signals are available
for use with the multiplexed Address/Data bus lines. Note that no provision is made for
any board other than the TTW Controller Card to be backplane bus master. Such
capability is available through the NuBus, and the custom backplane bus is kept simple
since its primary purpose is to provide a dedicated route for telemetry data and control
signals.

SYSTEM SOFTWARE STRUCTURE

The system software is derived from reusable code already developed by NASA and
other companies.



The initial user interface will be a standard Macintosh Application. Consequently, the user
will need little or no training to use the system. The user interface application will be
developed under Apple Computer’s Macintosh Programmer’s Workshop (MPW).
Development will be done in MPW C and MPW Object Pascal and will use MacApp.
MacApp, developed by Apple Computer, provides a generic application shell
implemented as a set of Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) classes (routines and
objects). Since nearly all of the standard Macintosh features (Desk Accessories, printing,
file input/output, mouse handling, etc.) are handled by MacApp, the programmer only
needs to add those features specific to the application. The object-oriented approach
greatly simplifies the addition of these new features.

The application software running on the TTW Controller Card under the Base System
Environment BaSE and a real-time operating system by Eyring Research, will be written in
C and assembly language, and will use the Modular Environment for Data Systems
(MEDS) software package (9). MEDS provides a basic shell on which to build an
application specific software. It supplies intertask message passing communications as
well as intersystem message communications via Ethernet. It supports configuration,
control and status monitoring of custom card hardware and software. In addition, MEDS
includes a number of configurable software tasks and linkable libraries.

CONCLUSION

Several issues which are of current architectural research interest for meeting NASA’s
future data systems needs are being addressed during this design effort, including how to
optimize the performance of real-time multiprocessor systems, how to structure real-time
software for maximizing throughput while maintaining the integrity of the data, how to
route and sequence data and control through multiple buses to minimize interference with
real-time data throughput, and how to design a user interface which is both efficient and
easy for a space scientist to use. In addition, the design and development methodology to
be used in developing integrated hardware/software systems of this complexity and the
design of architectures which take advantage of custom VLSI chips for maximizing real-
time cost/performance ratios are current research areas which the Goddard’s Data
Systems Technology Division has pursued for some time as part of its basic mission.

This project merges low-cost microcomputer systems with powerful custom VLSI chips
to bring space telemetry data to the user in a small portable, easy-to-use system. The high-
speed real-time system integrates both custom hardware and software to achieve results
which cannot be achieved by a pure hardware or a software system. The basic system
described here will provide a base for additional functions, such as Reed Solomon and
Packet Processing, to be added in the near future. In addition, it is expected that the 



NASA Transportable Application Environment (TAE) interface/development system will
be supported during the next phase of this project.
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NOMENCLATURE

CCSDS Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
CMOS Complimentary Metal Oxide Semiconductor
CPU Central Processing Unit
CQCS Cumulative Quality Chip Set
DSCS Data Simulation Chip Set
FIFO First In First Out
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
NASCOM NASA Communications
NBPCS NASCOM Block Processor Chip Set
PACOR Packet Processing
RAM Random Access Memory
SCSI Small Computer System Interface
TAE Transportable Application Environment
TFSCS Telemetry Frame Synchronization Chip Set
TTW Transportable Telemetry Workstation
VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
VME Versabus Module Eurocard Format


